RELATIONSIilP WORKSIIEET
Below are tlree exercises to help you explore and understand your relationship. If you print two copies
(one each) you can discuss the material betweur you.

Reflection point 1: To love and be loved' that is the quertion.

How do we know if we are loved, and what does that mean anyway? Are we trying to rekindle a
phantasy of the baby who looks to the 'mother-object' to endlessly pmvide, to intuitively know, a selfish
one sided arrangement thal is about taking from the other not giving. This can be no model for a
successful adult-adult relationship as it invites controlling and jealous behaviours that mimic the violent
rage of the toddler whosc biological mother inevitably has at some point unwittingly frustrated its needs
and who sees all others as a threat to its own survival. The truth is we are no longer babies and thus, as
adults we must take the responsibility to ask for our needs to be met. But do you find yourselfjust
exp€cting your partner to know what bothers you, do you find yourself getting fntstrated that your partner
hasn't got the hints you've been dropping. When adults want stuffthey can ask - doesn't mean you'll
always get but if you don't ask you won't get, Strdery: Keep it simple - one r€quest at I time, explain
what you actually wan! ask for it straight.
Are we caught up in historical images of 'marriage' rather than relationship: a heterosexual, monogamous
lifelong contract symbolised perhaps by the 1950's housewife and the worker-provider husband - a
relationship based in patriarchy and dependency. Or even more destructively, are we imagining a
childhood fantasy of story-book relationships -the beautifirl princess, knights in shining armour, "and
they all lived happily wer after". The beautiful princess is never seen arguing with the handsome prince
over whose tum it is to clean the bathroom or go to Tesco's and get the weekly shop. Our lives ate more
complicated now, often both partners wort and old fashioned gendered hierarchies are no longer relevant.
As we move towards a fairer and more equitable society, relationships need to be something we choose to
have, not something we are dependant on. One-sided dependency cr€ates the potential for oppression and
uttimately abuse: but how balanced and equitable is your relationship? Strrtegr: Imagine your biological
sex was different - how would that affect your role, status and the contribution you make to the
relationship you arc cunently in.

Do we as adults get caught up the rhetoric of romantic love taking at face value sentiments which were
only ever symbolic, These sentiments endlessly reiterated through popular music -'I can't live if living is
without you'; 'you are all I need' are of course not factually correct - but when we take them at face
value we may start to behave as if they are true. Watch any TV soap and notice how the phrase "I love
you" becomes ubiquitous, a hackneyed clichd trotted out to influence behaviour, not communicate
genuine feeling - a symbolic token, phatic communion. Romantic love is by definition a sentimental or
idealised love that is symbolic of the feelings associated with the chemically induced infatuation
(limerence phase) that occurs in the early stage ofa relationship as two human animals prepare to breed.
As relationships mature, the hormonal madness that is 'young love' subsides and the potential for more
genuine affection starts to grow. So how do we as adults establish what it is to be loved, to love another?

StrNtery: Sit and consider carefully what are the criteria you use to define a healthy adult loving
relationship. Below are some criteria you may wish to consider, feel free to add to the list or change the
list, but it can act as a useful starting point. Coflsider to what extent each statement is true and to what
extent it would be important for it to be true if you had a successful and rewarding loving adult
relationship:

Reflection Point 2:

So, do you actually love me?
(A)
lmportance
ratine /10

(B) Present?
Score/I0

A*B
TOTAL

l: I know that you hold me in great
affection
2: I know that you hold me with positive
regard, thinking well of meo that you
admire my qualities, enjoy my company
3: I know that you respect me as a
person, and I feel respected by you
4: I know you consider my needs; my
well-being; my dreams
5: I know you invest time and energy in
meeting my needs; enriching my life
6: You treat me with compassion,
kindness and warmth
7: You are accepting of my flaws;
willing to accommodate my quirks and
differences
8: You can accept the times we have a
difference of opinion and allow me the
freedom to express mvself to you
9: You are willing to understand my
perspective even if it differs to your own
and allow the two to co-exist
10: That you see our relationship as one
of two equals, a team of two, working
together towards shared goals and
endeavouring to enrich each other's lives
I l: That there is sufficient respect and
emotional safety between us for me to
share my innermost thoughts and
fantasies with vou
12: T\at should our goals and aspirations
became sufficiently divergent, you would
love me enough to wish me move on.
towards self actualisation without you
because you place my welfare and
fulfilment above your own need for
companionship.
13: That you will never use violence
against me, or leave me feeling
threatened bv you.
Hint: If you thinklor example 'being held in great atfection' by yow partner is very funportant scote a
10, ilyou think ia not especially important maybe it onl! scores 1, If unimponant score maybe 0 or I.
Then ash younelt how tue is it - perhaps i8 very fiae in whtch case score 10, perhaps you don'tfeel
held with mach afiec.tion so score it lower - then muhiply by column A by c,olumn B to give a total

Reflection Point 3: When love ir nisreprrsentcd:
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l:

When I say I love you I am thinking:
I can't cope on my own, being single: rtassure me you won't abandon me
2: When I say I love you I am thinking:
That ifl say nice shit will you'll be nice back;
3: When I say I love you I am thinking:
You'll do things my way 'cos I'm saying nice shit
4: When I say I love you I am thinking:
You'll not be so angry with me
5: When I say I lovc you I am thinking:
That you'll la me have sex with you
6: When I say I love you I am thinking:
That I can convince myself you are more like my phantasy image than the real person who I have
to actually to live with
7: When I say I love you I am tliinking:
That maybe I can convince you that I am more like your phantasy image than the real person who
you have to actually to live with
When
I say I love you I arn thinking:
8:
That its like I get out ofjail free card - I can use it whenever I'm in trouble to get out of frcing the
consequences ofhurting or upsetting you
9: When I say I love you I am thinking:
That it might disract you from what I am actually doing right io front ofyour nos€ and don't want
you to see or acknowledge
10: When I say I love you I am thinking:
Tbat you will allow me to continue abusing and mistreating you because you think its ok, 'lhis is
what being loved feels like."

